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Aria Serial Number Lookup

Apropos of nothing, early Matsumoku serials, eg on the 'Steel Adjustable Neck' plates, appear to be random & not dateable.. 1)
PROPERLY TAG YOUR POSTS! Failing to follow this guideline will result in a thread removal.. Six digit serial numbers date
from the 70s, covering '71 through '80 Seven digit serial numbers date from the 80s, covering the period '81 through '90.. I don't
see any string trees, does your headstock have a backwards slant as well?Also, is the neck painted or clear coated? The nearest
thing to the XRB in the [url='Catalogue[/url] are the RSB/Straycat models which have a very different flavour - pointy horns,
soapbar pickups, die cast bridges, larger dot markers etc.. With Aria, that's not a threat, it's a promise No serial number + the
headstock design tweak = Not Made in Japan.. There weren't many models in the XRB series, but what ones were manufactured
appeared between '87 and '89.. Edited February 15, 2010 by noelk27 I think I'm right in thinking if the neck plate doesn't read
Made In Japan, then it's Korean.. Yours looks the other way around They're not Aria stamped tuners either I've never seen a
fake SB but I've never seen one like this either.

The first digit gives the year Yours is a seven digit, starting 7, making it a 1987.. The top of the headstock is not like any Aria
shape I've seen from the 80s - compare it to the black headstock I linked.. ) Exactly what got made where in this transitional
year is open to debate I used to own a Korean-built Magna Series 5 string & it shared several design features with your XRB -
notably the 'conventional' pickups, 'bent tin' bridge & the small dot markers.. We would like to show you a description here but
the site won’t allow us To the best of my knowledge these were manufactured in Japan, although Aria did move a large portion
of its production to Korean at this time, '87 onwards.. As Jon rightly states, 1987 marks the end of the Matsumoku plant -
although precisely [i]when[/i] it actually closed seems to be rather elusive (it was ownedby Singer & they were having financial
difficulties.. We would like to show you a description here but the site won’t allow us It looks quite like a SB-R80 to me, but
there are a few things which concern me apart from the missing serial number.
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I reckon Jovino has it - it's not a faker There's a bit in the APII catalogues that says something along the lines of 'specifications
may change without notice'.. [url='Aria Archive pages[/url] [i]imply[/i] that these are Korean There's also a poor quality
[url='Catalogue Scan[/url] here.. Early (pre 75-ish) set & through-neck instruments appear not to have serial numbers at all.. A
community devoted to the exchange of guitar related information and entertainment.. Please take a moment to read the and
check out the before posting Please remember we are a civil community.. In the mid 70's, serial numbers began to be used At
least for Aria guitars, made by Matsumoku, the serial number contains the year of manufacture in the first 2 digits, thus a guitar
from 1979 would have a serial number, such as 79####.. Failing to abide by this will result in a ban Rules for Posting to - Posts
that violate the rules will be removed without notice.. The through neck doesn't look centred, there's more neck-through on the
bass side and the bridge is off-centre too.. Matsumoku stopped building Aria Pro (or anything else) in 1987, and I would expect
that economic conditions would have meant that only the higher-end Arias would have continued being Japanese-made.. - all of
which shout Matsumoku My money's on yours being a 1987 Korean-built example.
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) Exactly what got made where in this transitional year is open to debate I used to own a Korean-built Magna Series 5 string & it
shared several design features with your XRB - notably the 'conventional' pickups, 'bent tin' bridge & the small dot markers..
Production shifted to Taiwan & Korea between 1985/87 & the Matsumoku factory ceased production altogether in 1987, & got
wiped out in the Kobe Earthquake in 1995.. Apr 30, 2013  I reckon Jovino has it - it's not a faker There's a bit in the APII
catalogues that says something along the lines of 'specifications may change without notice'.. The manufacturing of Aria guitars
were subcontracted out to Matsumoku from 1964 to 1986.. With Aria, that's not a threat, it's a promise No serial number + the
headstock design tweak = Not Made in Japan.. There's also a poor quality [url='Catalogue Scan[/url] here As Jon rightly states,
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1987 marks the end of the Matsumoku plant - although precisely [i]when[/i] it actually closed seems to be rather elusive (it was
ownedby Singer & they were having financial difficulties.. [quote name='Bloodaxe' post='746452' date='Feb 15 2010, 08:20
PM'][url='Aria Archive pages[/url] [i]imply[/i] that these are Korean.
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Perhaps some of the Aria Gurus here might be able to confirm? I think you've been sold a fake, you ought to contact the seller
asap.. Plus, the input jack should be recessed On my SB-R80 the control panel cover was brass and the truss rod cover was
plastic with the model number on it.. Odds are the S/N was on a little black & gold paper sticker that's long since fallen off.
e10c415e6f 
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